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SYNOPSIS 

A computer system dcsiiDed to assist in maintenance scheduling and costing, and in monitoring the performance of 
equipment, is described. The emphasis is on the information retrieval and irnpkmentation aspects of tlle system. 

INTRODUCTION 

The cost of the maintenance of eqoipmcnI can account for a 
substantial proportioJl of the total costs of any large industry. 
These costs arc made up of the following elements: 

(i) capital expenditure, 
(ii) maintenance labour, 

(Hi) malutenance spares, 
(iv) maintenance overheads, 
Cv) production losses. 
Control of these cosl eLements cannot be achieved without 

a system which maintaios and retrieves the necessary infor
mation efficiently. 

The system should provide engineering management with 
the information necessary to: 

(i) establish the cost of maintaining items of equipment, 
(ti) establish the economic life of equipmcnt, 

(Hi) determine breakdown patterns for the establishment of 
optimum inspection, service and overhaul frequencies, 

(iv) cstablish work schedules for those responsible for the 
maintenance of equipment, 

(v) establish the optimum maintenance labour complement, 
(vi) establish the optimum stockholding of maintenance 

stores items, 
(vii) improve the performance of equipment, 
(viii) justify the selection of a particular type and make of 

equipment, 
(ix) establish the reasons for any abnormal usage of materials 

and labour, and to 
(x) reduce the dependence on the human element for the 

control of equipment maintenance activities. 
Many industries have comprebensive a nd nwnerous equip

ment maintenance records but they experience great difficulty 
in retrieving the required information in the time available 
and with the labour available. Many industries do not bother 
to maintain meaningful records, because of tills difficulty. 

A computer-aided sy~tern can maintain and retrieve infor
mation speedily, economically and without much hUIllRn 
effort. It can gather, cotlsolidate and summarize data easily 
in the form required by engineering management. A computer 
system can, by virtue of its inherent processing speed, sift 
through vast amounts of data to provide exception reports 
higWishting abnormal events, thus relieving management of 
the time-consuming task of studying the data wbich can be 
held in many physical forms. Davies (1967) defined the 
importance of information retrieval systems when he wrote, 
'The breadlh of activities which anyone managcrcan supervise 
is limited to the information system al his disposal; electronic 
data processing and mathematical models drastically affect 
this, and company and management hierarchies will alter 
vastly over the next twenty years'. 

The computer system described in this paper was developed 
in the first instance for the mining industry and is appropriate 
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to any environment utilizing large numbers of diverse types 
of equipment. Many of the concepts could moreover be of 
interest in other types of industry utilizing smaller numbers of 
more specialized types of equipment, such as heavy earth
moving equipment. The basic system described has been in 
use for some five years. 

SYSTEM SUMMARY 

The main function of the system is (0 maintain, on magnetic 
files, an equipment masler file, iucluding for each item of 
equiptnent descriptive iaformation, such as make, capital co:st 
and date of installation, summarized historical information, 
such as maintenance costs and breakdown frequencies and 
detailed historical information of dates and nature of 
maintenance work done and maintenance spares usoo. 

The data input to the system consists mainly of 'Labour' 
information from artisans' timeshools and 'Stores' infommtion 
derived from SIOres requisitions. This information is punched 
onto paper tape or cards, and is used to update tbccquipment 
master file. A weekly frequency for data input is normally 
used. 

The main output of the system takes the form of various 
nlonthly reports, some of which are optional. These are 
described in detail below. 

The inclusive cost of the computer system can be said to be 
equivalent to tbe cost of employing ooe extra person in a 
maintenance department. The requirements of the user will 
determine this cost as being equivalent to an artisan, foreman, 
engineer, etc. 

The system can be operated by 000 experienced person of 
foreman status. A largo gold mine operates the system with 
ooe such person and one assistant. 

EQUIPMENT NUMBERING CODE (B.N.C.) 

As in any computer system, a major prerequisite is the 
allocation of unique reference numbers (E,N.C.'s). These 
numbers an~ allocated to each item of equipment. However, 
it is sometimes more practical to allocate ODO E.N.C. to a 
group of small items, such as electric hand tools. The E.N.C. 
Dormally comprises seven numerical digits wi tll tbe foJlowing 
stTuctnrc: 

1st digit A major class of equipment (e.g. 
heavy electrical). 

2nd and 3rd digits A class within this (e.g. water 
pumps). 

4th, 5tb and 6th digits A serial number, 
7th digit A ' Modulus n' check digit. 

·H<:ad of Mining Services - Sales - Leo Computer Bureaux 
(proprietary) limited, Johannesburg, Republic of South Africa. 

tDevelopment Mallager, Leo Computer Bureaux (proprietary) 
Limited, Johanl1C5burs. Republic of South Mrica. 



The function of the check digit is to guard against 
transposition and other errors in referencing equipment. 
Lists of valid E.N.C.'s are produced by the computer for 
allocation by the user. 

It can be said that the most important factor in the 
successful operation of the system is the allocation of the 
E.N.C.'s to the items of equipment. Before any E.N.C.'s can 
be allocated a complete audit of equipment is necessary to 
provide the details of amount and location of equipment in 
each category. This audit of equipment is in itself a most 
valuable exercise. For the grouping and allocation ofE.N.C.'s, 
the effect of future development policies must be considered 
so that the coding system can cater for changes in equipment 
policy. 

For example, an eight-digit E.N.C. could be used where the 
additional digit, the first, is used to denote an area of 
activity. 

MAINTENANCE DATA INPUT 

'Labour' information 

On completion of each shift, maintenance artisans fill in a 
'Daily Job Sheet'. This is checked and initialled by a main
tenance foreman, punched onto paper tape and submitted to 
a weekly computer 'vetting' nffi. Any invalid information 
rejected by the program may then be resubmitted prior to 
the main monthly computer 'updating' runs, whichaceumulate 
and store the month's information onto the maintenance file 
and also produce the main printed results of the system. 

Information recorded on the daily job sheet includes: 
(i) the seven-digit E.N.C., 

(ii) the type of work done (i.e. breakdown, inspection, 
services, overhauls, etc.) and reasons for schedule work 
not being undertaken (i.e. no spares, no labour), 

(iii) the hours and minutes spent on the job (this together 
with a basic rate of pay held by the computer is used 
to calculate the cost of labour for maintenance), 

(iv) the artisan code for reference purposes, and 
(v) location code of equipment. 

'Stores' information 

In the present system, the bulk of the information required 
of stores used is automatically fed to the maintenance 
programs as a by-product from a second computer system 
processing the stock accounting aspects of the mine stores 
as a whole. The maintenance system, however, also accepts 
data entered on normal data forms and punched onto paper 
tape. 

The format of stores information is: 
(i) the seven-digit E.N.C. of the equipment for which stores 

were used, 
(ii) the date of requisitioning the storcs item, 

(iii) a code and description of the part used, 
(iv) a reference code of the person withdrawing the stores, 

and 
(v) the quantity and value of the goods withdrawn. 

Other data input 

Facilities are available to administer other aspects of the 
system, for example, 

(i) val"ious technical control forms, 
(ii) forms for inserting new pieces of equipment onto the 

record and for deleting or amending information on 
existing pieces, 
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(iii) forms fOl" controlling the classifying of equipment into 
groups for the purposes of producing meaningful 
sub-totals of maintcnance costs, 

(iv) forms for specifying various pl"int-out options, including 
a specification of any special-purposc interrogations 
required (see paragraph headed 'Optional Reports' 
below). 

MASTER FILE INFORMATION 

Information held and updated on the master files includes: 
(i) the seven-digit E.N.C., 

(ii) the description of equipment, make, size, notes, 
(iii) the responsibility symbol, a cost code specifying the 

person or department responsible for the maintenance 
of the equipment, 

(iv) the capital cost and installation date, 
(v) the 'key item' indicator, 

(vi) the planned frequency of inspection, services and 
overhauls, in days (hourly frequencies can be incor
porated; a number of dilTerent types of inspection and 
sCl"viccs can be incorporated; these frequencies can be 
amended). 

(vii) the maintenance costs in various formats, 
(viii) the progressive number of breakdowns, inspections, 

services and overhauls, 
(Ix) the dates of various evenls, i.e. of the last three 

breakdowns; last service inspection, overhaul; next 
service inspection, overhaul, 

(x) the type of duty (usage) key, i.e. wet, dry, dusty, 
standby, etc., 

(xi) average and progressive operating hours, where appro
priate, and 

(xii) detailed records of maintenance spares and labour 
extending onc to two years into the past. 

MAJOR RESULTS 

Planned maintenance schedule 
This shows for each responsibility (in this context each 
foreman), a list of any equipment under his jurisdiction 
l"equiringwork during the coming month, based on the planned 
frequencies held on the maintenance file. Equipment overdue 
is also highlighted, giving the reason. Costing information for 
the previous month is included. The current location of the 
equipment is shown. 

Tills schedule assists the foremen in planning the coming 
month's maintenance roster, in deploying available artisan 
effort, and in estimating whether overtime is neces£ary. The 
schedule assists in arranging for the availability of equipment 
from the production departments. 

Exception reports 

An exception report may be produced for any pieces of 
equipment satisfying one OI all of the following conditions: 
1. Cumulative cost upswing. If the cumulative average cost 

of the equipment shows a defined trend. 
2. High breakdown incidence. If more than one breakdown 

occurs within a specified period, inadequate maintenance 
may be indicated. 

3. Unduly frequent inspections. If no stores are used on an 
item of equipment over a specified period, unnecessarily 
frequent inspections or services may be indicated. 

The above criteria may be modified, supprcssed or expanded 
at will. The major function of the exception report is to draw 



attention to possible problem areas aod to provide sufficient 
information for their solution by the engmeers and foremen 
concerned. 

This infonnation includes descriprivedma for theequipmenl, 
a summary of maintenance work patterns and costs, and an 
optional listing of the most recent detailed expenditure on 
labour and stores on the itenl (including the nature of work 
done and details of loo spare parts used). 

Key item schedule 

Descriptive data, and fuU details of work clone and spares 
used in the past month, are produced automatically for aU 
items desisnated as 'key' items. Breakdowns, inspections and 
services are also enumerated. 

This facility is useful to engineering managOO"k:nt in keeping 
close scrutiny over the performance of criticnl pieces of 
equipmeJlt, or of equipment whose reliability is suspect at 
any time. 

Maintenafl(:~ cost summary 

Total maintenance cost for the past month, for the present 
month, and the average for the past six months are printed 
for specific ranges of E.N.C.'s (j.e. groups of equipment). 
The number of items in the group is shown. 

This schedule is useful to engineering management in 
monitoring trends in maintenance costs for groups of 
equipment. Par example. an upswing in maintenance cost 
for, say, hoists might be spotted and corrective action taken as 
a result. 

Breakdown and senice reporl 

The report shows the reason why a scheduled service was 
not carried out. The reasons can be: no spares, no labour, 
workshop delay, not available for production. The report will 
also show the dates of breakdowns and the inspections and 
services carried out, before the breakdown and after the 
breakdown, if appropriate. 

Schedule of repelltiw: Slores ilems 

The report gives details of stores items used on an item of 
equipment at a greater freqllency than once in six months 
(th is period may be altered). 

This report enables engineering management to monitor 
the abnormal usage of spares. The report may also be used 
as a check on spare part replacement (e.g. if a spares item is 
used once a nlOnth, lhis usage will be shown up). 

OPTIONAL REPORTS 

A number of additional reports may be requested on an 
optionaL basis. 

Location report 

This report lists any variances in location between the 
location held in the master file and the location reported ou 
the artisans' job sheet. 

A location code may not be allocated for purely static 
equipment. For major electric motors the location can be the 
E.N.C. of the prime unit (e.g. high-lift pump). The location 
code developed by the u!>Cr must be practical, so that 
transposition errors are reduced 10 a minimum. 

Inventory print-out 

This print-out, one line for each piece of equipment, lists 
descriptive information, costs and numbers of b~kdowns/ 
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inspections since the previous inventory lisling. Sub-totals of 
groups of equipment arc also produced. A typical interval 
between requests for inventory listings is six months. 

Interrogafion schedule., 

Up to ten different interrogations of the maintenance file 
may be requested in anyone montb. Describing the mo~t 
general case, it is possible to extract a summary of the cost 
of labour and stores or breakdown incidcnoo>: 

(l) fo, a 'p'ojfiod Inl",a' of posl tim~. and/o, 
(ii) for specified groups of E.N.C.'s. and/or 

Oii) for items of equipment of a particular make, and/ol' 
(iv) for items which lie within a specified range of size, 

capital cost, or selViciug interval, and/or 
(v) for items consuming maintenancc stores lying between 

specified ranges of stores item codes. 

These facilities are extremely flexible, and it is therefore 
possible to use them to al1swer such diverse questions as: 

(i) Are maintenance costs or breakdowns for a pactjcular 
item on the increase? 

(H) (s a particular make of, say, 7,S-kW pump more costly 
in maintenance than another make? 

(iii) Ts consumption of a particular stores item, say, gaskets, 
abnormally high for, say, diesel locomotives in a 
particular area? 

Management/work study investigations ru:e tbereby ex~ 

pedited speediLy. 

I MP LE MENTATION OF THE SYSTEM 

As in any computer system the value of the output information 
is dependent on the reliability of the input data. Many 
physical and logical computer checks can be incorporated, 
but the system will always reJy on the persounel completing 
the input forms. The following points can be considered in 
the design, implementatiOIl and operation of the system: 

(i) Remember that the artisan or foreman may be com~ 
pleting the input form :in poor conditions. Make llie 
form simple alld easy to use and include 0/1 the necessary 
completion notes 011 the jorm. 

(ii) Educate Ibe foreman a nd artisans; make up foils of lbe 
input fonns for an overhead projeetor acd go through 
the necessary steps for completion of the fo rms . 
Explain to the joremall and art/Mns haw they jorm part 
of the oW!rall system and the contribution they can make 
alld !jQW the ~slem will assi:tt them in Iheir duties. 

(iii) De honest and explain the policing aspects of tbe system. 
(e.g. The comput~r will continue to report on errors 
until Ihe error is corrected.) Personnel wiU slart to be 
mol'C careful with the completion of the input forms 
after the computer continually reports their errors to 
them. Help personnel (0 correct error.', do 1I0t fXJlI1inually 
diSCipline them. 

(iv) When the system starts to produce valuable results, 
explain these results to the personnel and make them 
really feel that tbey have made la personal contribution. 
No one person is enlit/ed to the credit, or to receive Ihe 
blame. 

(v) Management must support the personnel involved in 
the system wholeheartedly, and be involved themselves. 

(vi) The proper allocation of equipment cumber codes 
(E.N.C.'s) described above cannot be stressed too 
strongly. Do not rush into the allocation of E.N.C.'s, 
but think about the future del'elopment policies. 



CONCLUSIONS 

A computerized maintenance control and costing system has 
been dcsa"i\)ed, suitable for an environment involving large 
numbers of diverse types of equipment. Extensions of the 
system (e.g. discounted cash flow/productivity analyses for a 
policy of equipment replacement) would be relatively straight
forward in catering for any more specialised environments. 

Information of diroot relevance in maintenance costing, 
maintenance scheduling, and jn nlainlenance analysis is 
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produced efficiently and economically in a form probably 
not feasible ill any but a computerized implementation. 

The system can be modified easily to suit individual 
requirements. Nobody has ptocisely the same requirements, 
and the recognition of these differences is of vital importance 
to the success of the system in different environments. 
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